DMIS Pilot Assignment Proposal Form
Please fill out this form and return either a hard copy to TLI in LLC-2123 or a digital copy to
TLI@poly.usf.edu by March 21, 2011

1. Instructor’s Name ___________________
2. Instructor’s Academic Department __________________________________
3. Course in which students would be assigned this pilot project?
a. Course # _________ Course Title ______________________________
4. Approximate # of students that would need to utilize the DMIS facilities for this
assignment? ___________
5. What type(s) of digital media content would you anticipate that your students might seek to
create/edit for this assignment? (place an X in all applicable boxes)
Media Type
Digital Audio (only)
Digital Video (and
audio)
Still Images
Web Design

Examples
Podcasts, interviews, readings, “old time radio”-style shows, radio
commercials,
Documentary pieces, narrative storytelling, visual montages (like music
videos) advertisements, promotional demonstrations, training,
Photographs, photo collage, technical diagrams, illustrations, graphic
design, annotated screen captures,
Web pages, Websites,

Interactive Multimedia

Online tutorials, media-rich surveys, slide-presentations with branchingnavigation, scenario simulations, role-playing games, software
simulations

Animation

Cartoons, interactive illustrations, photorealistic motion graphics

e-Learning Objects

Interactives that prompt users for input, analyze their input against
qualitative criteria and provide constructive feedback

6. Briefly describe the assignment in terms of the media deliverable(s) which students would
be expected to produce: (append additional information to the end of this document if
additional space is needed)
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7. How much out-of-class time, on average, is it anticipated that a student would spend
utilizing DMIS tools and resources in order to create/edit the digital media deliverable
required for this assignment? ____________(hours)
8. What orientation components (if any) would you wish to include in order to ensure that
students have sufficent basic skills for creating / editing the required digital media
deliverable for this assignment utilizing DMIS tools and resources?

9. How much (if any) scheduled class time will be allocated to student’s orientation to the
DMIS tools and resources? _______________

10. Describe any assistance/participation from TLI/DMIS staff that will be needed to help
facilitate student’s orientation to the DMIS tools and resources?

11. Describe any research/Study that you might be interested in conducting with regard to the
use of digital media / multimedia and its impact on student learning and outcomes.

